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SB: Okay, this is April 13, 1987. My name is Stew Bass and I'm
the interviewer. We're interviewing Leo Nicholas Sinner, who was
one of the original [sugarbeet] growers in the Red River Valley.
With that, I'd like to ask you, Mr. Sinner, some of the things
you remember. Let's start in by asking you, how did you get
started in the [sugar] beet business? What brought you into the
area? Maybe we'll even back up before that. What brought you
into the Casselton area?

LS: Well, my father was an immigrant and he came here in 1881.
He worked on the big farms for about seven years; six or seven.
Then he got married and went into farming for himself and for a
man that owned some land.

SB: Was this under the railroad?

LS: No. He just came here as a worker to fill for these people
that had these big farms [bonanza farms] down around Chaffee and
there. Of course, it was after the time that the bondholders
took the land. They didn't know how to farm so they were looking
for a man to operate these farms and turn over the sod and get
this thing opened up so that the railroads could be used to take
the produce back.

SB: Was this before the early '20s?

LS: This is in 1881.

SB: 1881.

LS: And he worked on—as barn man—for the Dalrymple Farm and he
took care of 40-head of horses for five years. We own that farm
now, by the way. He bought both of the farms that he worked on
as a hired hand. Anyway, the development came as we got bigger
farms. This was in the tail end of the time that he was here.
He was aggressive and he kept things going and improved himself.
He worked on this other farm after he got married for seven years
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and saved $1,000.

SB: This is all just before the turn of the century?

LS: Yes, it was. He worked on this farm about seven years and
then he had $1,000 and he bought a half section of land. Then he
farmed this land, too, at the same time. From there, he stayed
out there for five years. Then he bought the farm that he worked
on as a hired hand from Mr. Joe Bond, who lived in Boston and
owned this land and was in the employ, I believe, of the
Dalrymple Farms. He paid $100,000 for this farm but didn't have
any money. So, of course, his personal property was all
mortgaged.

Mr. Bond had a lot of old horses and my dad was bringing new
livestock and of course he wanted to improve his situation. So
he loaded a couple of carloads of these horses and took them to
Canada and sold them at a good price. Somebody in town wrote to
Mr. Bond in Redding, Massachusetts, that Mr. Sinner was selling
mortgaged property. So he [Bond] came up unbeknownst to him
[Sinner] and hired a rig in Casselton and came out to the farm.
He [Bond] drove into the yard and my father was standing there.
He [Sinner] saw who he was and he [Sinner] said, "Hello, Joe! I
didn't know you were in town." He [Bond] never talked to him
[Sinner] or anything, he just walked over to the barn. He walked
in there and he found a lot of two year olds and three year olds,
all new horses. He'd [Sinner had] gone to the sales and filled
the barn up after he'd emptied it.

He [Bond] said, "John, go right ahead. I'll never check on
you again."

So, anyway, that developed into progressive farming as we
knew it. We finally moved off of that Bond farm and went to the
place where we now live, a mile east of there on higher ground.
Then my father died in 1920. We had some problems, of course,
from that time on. So we'd get this thing all straightened out
and then my brother Al [and I] finally formed a corporation of
the holdings that we had and managed to hold it together.

This was a presentation [for raising sugarbeets][he is
referring to something in his hand] that was made to us in the
"20s; '26 I think they started here. But we weren't quite sold
on it the first year and some of our neighbors were—Mr. Roden
and some other people, I don't remember who. But they only were
in their beets one year, these people who started in '26. We
decided to go in on it [sugarbeets] in 1927.

We got the cultivators and we got the drill and everything
was going fairly well. We used the horse cultivators and of
course that was a headache to begin with because you'd have to
steer these things with your feet. It was strange and of course
we lost some beets the first year. But it developed.
Improvements were made on everything that we had. We had changed
some wagons over with rubber tires and we used those to haul the
beets with. You know, they were always drawn with horses in
those first few years.
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SB: This was after 1927, this is several years, you mean?

LS: No, no. This was right in '27 that we had to haul these
things in wagons.

SB: You hauled them to what station?

LS: I would haul them to Dalrymple station.

SB: Dalrymple station, on the railroad.

LS: And we had a setup there and crews to unload them. They
sometimes, later on, of course, as the acreage grew and more
people got interested in it, then we had some good years and we
had some bad years. Of course, the challenge was always there.

SB: The beets at that time you knew were going to East Grand
Forks?

LS: That's right.

SB: Okay.

LS: Then, in the course of time, as we developed into a going
operation, the Growers thought we ought to have a local
organization here to talk about our problems and so we had what
we called the Cass County Growers Association, local. From that,
once we got to the ...

SB: Did that tie into the one at Crookston?

LS: We'd have a meeting before their meeting and then we'd make
a report there [in Crookston]. It was always quite an event for
this December 15 meeting or somewhere in that neighborhood. In
the middle of December is when we would get to meet. It was
enthusiastic and everybody had a say in it. It became an
organization that you could put your input in. And, of course,
all the complaints came in and some of them—there was always,
probably, one here and there who took advantage of the situation
and did something a little unethical and all these things were
ironed out at the annual meeting.

From then on, of course, it got into the power structure.
We got into the tractors and now, of course, it's all even beyond
me. I don't understand the plant or seed with a—they've got a
machine now that can put a seed wherever they want it at any time
and in any space. We were very much involved in this thing when
they started controlling the seed, the germination of it before.

SB: Go back to when your father died—you said in 1920—was he
interested in beets? Or was it through you and your brother and
some of those that more got interested in it?
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LS: No, we were not interested in the beets at that time. We
didn't know about it. In fact, we didn't know about . . .

SB: 1919 was when the first beets were grown in the Valley,
that's around Crookston. Just a small amount of them. Then in
'20, I think it was 13 growers up there that had a few. They had
about 300 acres. I wondered if you . . .

LS: My dad used to raise mangles.

SB: For cattle feed.

LS: They fed their cattle mangles over in Luxembourg where he
came from. So he knew the cultivation but then we never even
developed it here when he was alive.

SB: Going back, you mentioned getting a half section of land,
you said $1,000. You meant, was that as a down payment?

LS: No. He just worked as a hired hand for $25 a month. My
mother got 25 cents a meal for any meals that she furnished for
help that he needed to put in this section of land.

SB: I see. But when you bought your first sections of land,
what did you end up paying for it, do you remember?

LS: Well, it's $27.50 an acre, I think.

SB: That's right.

LS: He bought 2813 acres for $100,000. He got all the personal
property, too. Then he sold the section in the deal to Mr. Mike
Grommesh [?]. There wasn't quite so much financial obligation
there. And the first two years, he only raised about seven and a
half bushels of wheat to the acre on account of the wild oats
that was in this land. Of course, we discovered also that the
beets were a good crop to control the wild oats and noxious
weeds. This is was a matter of ...

SB: So you felt that it made a better farm anyway, just to have
the beets.

LS: That's right.

SB: Yes, I think that's true.

LS: We were in pure-seed business—in the "40s we got into the
pure-seed business because it was favorable with this controlled
weed by the growing of sugarbeets.

SB: What do you recollect concerning tons per acre and a few of
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these items, the pounds of seed you planted, do you remember some
of those things you can tell us about?

LS: We aimed for nothing bigger than 15, of course, but then in
those days it was all done with hand thinning and hand
cultivating and hand weed control. We even put some shacks out
in the middle of the sections so that if we brought somebody in
the field, it would be relatively short to the labor.

SB: You first employed the migrant labor, then, right when you
started raising beets?

LS: That's right.

SB: And were most of those from Texas at that time?

LS: That's right, Crystal City, Texas.

SB: Crystal City, Texas.

LS: They'd come up every year and we'd house them and take care
of them and advance them grocery money, you know, until the fall.

SB: Did you ever have any nationals, in the international
program, work on your farm?

LS: One year we had some. They couldn't talk any English at
all.

SB: Well, when it came to harvest, then, did the same migrants
stay on?

LS: Yes. They did the topping.

SB: They did the topping for you.

LS: We did the digging and they transferred the beets to the
rows, to the pile rows. Then we made a track for them to top
them and put them in.

SB: The old aisle which you cleared out for them.

LS: I think the boys have some pictures of us doing that. We
used to use just forks to throw them in. Then we developed a
machine that would rotate them onto an elevator and rack.

SB: Yes. I've got all those on these films. We'll get a real
kick out of seeing them, I think.

LS: We thought this was real progress.

SB: Oh, you bet it was progress. It was tremendous progress!
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No question about it. When you did it with horses, originally,
did you raise a lot of hay for the horses and you had barns and
everything?

LS: Yes, we had the horse culture, of course, for many years,
since 1908 when we were on that farm that we're on now.

SB: Going on into the late '20s then?

LS: Yes, into the late '20s. And it was a horse culture. You'd
better have them. We had 30 or 40 head of horses all the time.

SB: That's what I was getting to.

LS: Grain that we fed them, of course, had to be grown on our
own farm. Now, of course, we don't raise any oats anymore
because there isn't any demand for it.

SB: No. That's right. I hadn't thought of that.

LS: I think we used to raise barley on our beet ground after the
first crop. We had a rotation of about three to four years which
they [American Crystal Sugar Company] instructed us was about
proper. Then the college [North Dakota State University,
originally North Dakota Agriculture College] got into this thing,
too, you know. They got into some of the niceties of this
growing process. There was good cooperation.

SB: You were kind of dependant upon both the college and the
company fieldman for contact?

LS: Well, the company fieldman. The college, I think, got most
of our information and developed the records for it. And then,
of course, later on you'd have some experiments, I think. I
don't know whether they had them at our college [North Dakota
State University] here. In Minnesota, they had some. But that
was later on. I think all the information we got was mainly
through the Company.

SB: Right. And your fieldman was—

LS: Our fieldman was our bible of instruction.

SB: Yes.

LS: I do remember one instance when we had a crop that was
hailed. It didn't come up very well. We had about a 50% stand.
I asked Mr. Williams if I should plow them up. "Well," he said,
"I don't know, Leo. It's pretty late. You'd better leave them
and see what happens." And so I did. And do you know that we
got 18 tons to the acre on that land. And they were so big—we
couldn't get them hardly through the machine we were digging them
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with, the old International single-row.
We helped develop the topper that went round and round on

one row. It was all very full, the whole thing remains with me.
Particularly because I was right in the middle of that all the
time.

SB: Earlier, you mentioned about a group of growers out there
completely developing a machine—a harvester—in the field.

LS: A four-row harvester.

SB: This is a little later.

LS: They have a little difficulty with the mud clods. We had
mud conditions and Mr. Otis Nelson's sons and one or two others--
I forget who they were—decided one winter that they would see if
they couldn't fix that. So they rearranged the track of the
chains and singled them out into a better system of travel. The
Company eventually made the machine on that basis and it's been
working pretty well ever since.

SB: Tell me your recollections on how the grower and the
Company, together at least, or whoever put the pressure on to get
another factory at Moorhead here rather than just having Grand
Forks alone? It was built in 1948 and then, of course, Crookston
was built in 1954. But was it your group out there that had a
lot to ...

LS: Well, of course, everybody wanted more acreage. And, of
course, the capacity of the Grand Forks factory was not large
enough to accommodate this. The officials in the Company, of
course, were a little reluctant to put in a lot of cost into a
new factory unless they could have the growers. Getting new
growers was a problem, too, because it took a lot.of experience
to feel that you were successful. And it cost a lot of money to
get into it, with the machinery and all that.

But receipts from the yearly crops as you went along seemed
to induce some of these people to say, "I think I want to get
into this thing."

SB: They were pretty steady?

LS: That's right.

SB: A pretty sure income group that they were in?

LS: No one quit raising beets, just an occasional fellow that
didn't want the intensity of the growing season and all that had
to be put in. He didn't want to take care of that. One of those
was George Smith, I think. Apparently he quit his contract and
eventually went to completely growing grain and cattle.
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SB: Go back again to the harvest. What brought the change on?
Was it the pressure of the Second World War and the lack of labor
that really put the pressure on harvest? Or was it just grower
ingenuity that wanted to get rid of them?

LS: Well, I think the growers thought that the growing season,
if it was extended a little bit, would give them a little better
tonnage. This happened later, not really in my time. We used to
start in September and we gradually just, probably a lot of
people—

SB: Two-month harvest.

LS: A lot of people would continue to harvest it. But then they
got into this late season and this was relatively later, quite a
bit later.

SB: Shortly after the Second World War you basically eliminated
harvest labor, I would guess.

LS: Yes. Of course, I was always kind of disappointed in that
because they had to make machines to do the work and not give
these people anything to do. But it seemed like it was the only
economic solution to the thing, to make it work. That was it.

SB: You must have had families, then, the migrants came back to
you, the same family year after year, you saw their kids grow up?

LS: Year after year. I'd send the money [to the laborers] in
the wintertime.

SB: You'd be pretty attached to them.

LS: We'd send them, oh, it would be quite a lot of money.
They'd say they needed $150 or $250 or $300. In those days, of
course, that's a lot of money.

SB: You mentioned something about floodwater that you'd move to
higher ground real early when you were on the present farmstead
out there. Have you had times when you've lost a lot of crop
because of flooding?

LS: Well, there were seasons there when I had—I remember one
year when had seven inches of rain. Shocks were all standing in
water. You couldn't find a road that was open hardly.
Everything was flooded, and this was in August. I forget the
year. My son might remember that but I'm not sure.

SB: You mentioned some hail at times.

LS: Well, we had hail. And then, when we gradually got into the
insurance part of this thing, which was a help some, too—
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SB: Of course beets survive hail better than probably any other
crop that you have, which is another surety of the crop again.

LS: They rarely insured our sugarbeets.

SB: No, that was until later, I understand that they did that.

LS: I think the ASC [ASCS, Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service] office eventually took on an insurance
program where if you lost the entire crop there would be some
settlement.

SB: Do you remember the dollar returns you got, say, when you
started in '27 per ton, in general figures?

LS: If you had a good crop it was a good return in those days.
We used to think it was, anyway. There were only one or two
years when it got a little discouraging when you got about a
seven ton crop. In the dry years in '36 and '34. In '35 it
rained all the time.

SB: You were getting less than $10 a ton for the beets at that
time, weren't you?

LS: Well, let's see. They had a graduated scale. Sugar was
taken on a percentage of the whole area whereas now they do it
individual.

SB: Right, it was based on the costs of the whole area.

LS: We were never disappointed that we got into the sugarbeet
business. In fact, I was a little discouraged one year and we
talked it over, my brother, Al, and I, and he listened to what I
had, my complaints in a way. He said, "Leo, I don't know, this
may be a little rough. But I think this thing is going to be
okay. I think we'd better stay in these beets." And he proved
to be entirely right.

SB: And there was a pretty good nucleus out in that area that
did stay in it, too.

LS: Yes.

SB: I noticed that in my identification of all of this, [i.e.,
identification of the families who have grown sugarbeets for
fifty years or more]--the Grommeshes and the Howes.

LS: The Dalrymples and some of these have dropped out since.

SB: Right. You mentioned a couple of kind of humorous
experiences. Maybe think of a couple of others. Those were good
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ones, I liked that.

LS: Well, it got so that we hired some of the local people to do
our harvesting sometimes, to top the beets. There were some
young men that wanted to earn some money. I had a young cousin
that had a crew that used to go out and do beet work. He got our
contract one year and it was a dry year. In preparing the field
work for the topping it was necessary to run an A-frame down
through in between these beets that weren't topped in order to
get clean a plain space for them to be picked up with a scoop or
a beet fork.

Well, sometimes these walls [of dirt] would conceal some
beets under the ground that fellows didn't get over to their
piles and they were missed. So I went out one day and I said,
"There are quite a few beets that are left in the field, Art, you
want to have a look." We started walking down one of these pile
rows that had been picked up and I said, "Look at the beets." I
started picking them out of the ground.

He said, "Well, gee, Christ! We can't dig them out of the
ground!"

I said, "Look at the beets!"
Pretty soon those babies—I had along a two year old boy of

mine. He said, "Gee, Christ, look at the beets! Gee, Christ,
look at the beets!" [Laughter] David's still saying that when
he leaves them, too!

SB: Is there anything else you can think of that would be of
interest? I think it would be good but I'd like to be sure to
get on the tape some of your feelings—I know you're not directly
involved in the beets quite as much as you were, in the politics
and things—but your feeling of the future that lies ahead of us.
You and I were talking earlier, you mentioned about the
importance of the politics of the whole thing. If we don't get
the legislation we're going to be in trouble.

LS: Well, I think that's important, really important. In fact,
it was a matter to be concerned about even in our day. When they
started dumping this corn sugar in here, and depressed our price.
They finally found a solution by preventing corn growers from
dumping their excess tonnage into—

SB: Dumping sugar that was below their cost of production.

LS: That's right.

SB: But against yours completely, yes.

LS: They had a subsidy that came in over there that took care of
a part of their crop. If they had more than that, they'd just
dump it. We had some legislators in Washington that understood
our problem. They went ahead and started a quota system whereby
these countries could ship in—especially the countries that we
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were somewhat responsible to, in a way—Philippines, Virgin
Islands, Cuba—and we made a deal with them so that we'd allow
them so many tons comparatively speaking to their production and
our need. It's worked real well. I think this thing ran out one
time and they had some problems. They were going to lose these
factories. And I think they put it back in here some years ago
and it's been, as far as we're concerned, we still think that
sugar is one of the cheapest commodities that you can buy at the
grocery store. Fairly priced. No, I believe it is.

SB: And I don't think that the quota system costs the U.S.
Government one cent.

LS: Nope. No, and I think a crop that is grown at home should
always be protected over dumped, below-cost sugar coming in.

SB: I agree.

LS: And of course the system of delivery, of course, has
changed. We used to be with the railroad and of course now the
truck system. The roads have developed into a new system that
works very well. We have these piling stations which also has
developed into a very efficient kind of operation.

SB: Right. Going back, you talked briefly about the formation
of the coop. Give me some of your feelings on that compared to
the way the Company was reacting to expanding acres or not
expanding acres and your desire to get more acres.

LS: Well, I was a little scared when they talked about buying
the Company. Of course, young people like my sons, they—

[End Tape 1, Side A. Begin Tape 2, Side B]

LS: —they thought it was a good idea. Of course, the story
behind the purchase was that if we don't do this we probably
won't be raising sugarbeets and we didn't want that. So I was in
favor of this, of course, because I wouldn't have liked to have
seen the boys lose their sugarbeet crops.

SB: No. But it did take a chunk of money to do it, too.
a commitment to more money.

I mean

LS: Yes. And apparently there was a way to do it without too
much problem of the individual farmer's cash flow.

SB: Right.

LS: As far as I can see, it's one of the greatest things that
ever happened to this region. Anybody that was in it will agree,
I'm sure.
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SB: Oh, I think that's right. You would say that technically,
over the 60 years that we've had beets in the Valley, that the
grower has done a good job of improving his agronomic practices,
his machinery and these things?

LS: Yes, I would say that because I think they have probably got
some of the most progressive people in the farming operations in
this area, that I have seen in any place in the United States.

SB: And you've traveled, I imagine, in other beet areas and know
how some of those growers react. Would you place our Valley
growers up against any of them?

LS: Well, yes, Phoenix—We used to go out and look at their
sugarbeet fields out there. It was entirely different. They
depend on hired help to do everything. It's run mostly by the
companies themselves. So we feel that the Red River Valley beet
industry is one of the highlights of the national farming
industry.

SB: Yes. A geographically concentrated area and a cultural
group of people, their cultures were all very much the same and
desires.

LS: Another thing is that they don't use irrigation. Now this
is a semi-arid region and we have to plan a little bit for this.

SB: To conserve moisture on every move that you make.

LS: And there's a variation, of course, on the production and
what you get each year depending on the weather and the amount of
rain that we get.

SB: Back into the start, you did your plowing with horses, then,
when you started in '27 with the beets.

LS: Yes, indeed.

SB: And all the cultivating.

LS: That's right.

SB: And you used fertilizer?

LS: It wasn't very long that they got these Farmall tractors and
they used those.

SB: What do you remember on the introduction of commercial
fertilizers where you actually went out [and used] granular or
anhydrous [forms of fertilizers] or any of these?

LS: No, we didn't have any of that. We just had phosphorous and
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potash. We didn't use any—because I remember, I don't think we
used any, what is this other unit?

SB: Until the mid-'30s?

LS: No, I mean the other composite of agricultural fertilizer.

SB: Nitrogen?

LS: Nitrogen! We didn't use much nitrogen. And we did most of
our nitrogen accumulation by raising grass seed and clovers.

SB: Well, did you plow down the summer fallow crop?

LS: Yes, we did, we always did. There was always a summer
fallow crop which is not the case anymore.

SB: No, that's right.

LS: The problem was, with the summer fallow, that you did get a
little too much nitrogen into the beet crop. And, of course,
this has been corrected by experimentation and they're doing a
wonderful job. Everybody gets paid on his own sugar content.

SB: Yes, it's a fair way of doing it and it's a good way of
building quality, no question about it.

LS: I think the American Crystal Sugar Company did a wonderful
job in the way they handled all this thing. You know, the
progression that was needed to bring this thing to a real
scientific operation.

SB: Well, I think a great deal of credit goes to the growers.
You know, their grabbing hold and using the technology and
accepting it. That's been a turnaround, very definitely, for the
industry. It's very impressive.

LS: There was something about accommodating these families that
we had here. Of course, there was some criticism of that.

SB: The migrants, yes.

LS: But, generally speaking, I think they did a good job.

SB: No, the press would work on the few instances that were bad
and not the ones that were good. That was the problem. Yes, I
imagine that you got pretty close to some of those migrant
families. They were good people, those Texas-Mexicans.

LS: They were wonderful people. Yes, they were. They even grew
a little marijuana once in a while. [Laughter]
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SB: Well, there's still spots of it in the Valley!

LS: Is that so? [Laughter]

SB: They find it every once in a while.

LS: It was a very interesting period of my life, as far as I was
concerned.

SB: Do you see weather—thinking back in your early times and
the beets in the "20s and '30s—has the weather pattern
distinctly changed a great deal?

LS: No, I wouldn't say so.

SB: You wouldn't say so. We get the ups and downs that the
Valley always had.

LS: I think it's—we've had our lean years, you know, but we
have never been discouraged to the point where we wanted to quit.

SB: And you've used good water conserving methods of farming and
that's very important.

LS: Yes. It helped us to do a little better draining and take
care of that part of the rotation.

SB: Were you ever involved in the Association offices?

LS: I was a member of the North Dakota Growers Association.

SB: Yes, okay.

LS: American Beet Growers Association of North Dakota.

SB: The Red River Valley Beet Growers Association.

LS: That's right, that's the name of it.

SB: It became part of the American later.

LS: That's right. Yes, I was the director there for some years.
You know, we rotated them. I forget the years now.

SB: You mentioned about some of the early equipment. Did you
rent that from the Company or were the growers actually buying
it?

LS: No, we owned our own cultivator.

SB: You bought your own. Most all of it was started that way.
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LS: We were never inclined to do much renting until the later
years when you could do it from the dealers.

SB: The acres you started with in '27, do you remember the
number of acres?

LS: 147 acres, I think.

SB: 147 acres.

LS: Something in that neighborhood.

SB: And now you're up to?

LS: 400 and some.

SB: Between David and the boys and all the contracts together,
and Tom, Jr.

LS: It's between 400 and 500 acres. It's in the middle there
somewhere. I think they're growing 500 acres now on the
contracts.

SB: I don't think you were ever below 150 or so acres were you?

LS: No, that's right.

SB: That's a long stretch of growing beets.

LS: Oh, yes.

SB: You've seen a lot.

LS: And hauling all those beets in with horses, you know. Of
course, we didn't know any different.

SB: No, that's right. Every beet was touched by hand.

LS: That's right.

SB: Every single beet. You know, it's hard to believe.

LS: Yes, that's right.

SB: These young fellows today just can't quite realize that.

LS: I often wonder why they're growing them so big now, these
young men.

SB: Yes! [Laughter] They should have been growing them big
back then!
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LS: They never would have gotten down to be able to pick these
beets up and top them!

SB: Yes, you.know, they were hand thinned and then they were
hand topped. Well, they were hand bulked, you know, and put in
the aisle and then hand topped and then hand forked, as you said.
And some of the early stations even, they hand forked the beets
off the wagons into the rail cars. But they only had a few of
those up in the Crookston area that did that. Was there any
other thing that you could think of that would be of interest
that we could get on the tape?

LS: I really don't think so except that we were very satisfied
with new industry coming into this area. It was progress as we
figured.

SB: Your comments on the beet industry itself as part of the
overall economics of the Valley?

LS: Very good.
-

SB: Very good. Stable, improved it?

LS: I'd have to recommend that the Company was very wise in its
selection of people to take care of us and help us with our work,
in the fieldmen and all that sort of thing. And they listened to
what we had to say. I think it was good until they sold out to
some other company. And then, when they got interested in what
progress they look for in the next few years that looked rather
bleak and they decided—I think that Mr. Bloomquist that was
inside enough to understand what this thing looked like. And
then he recommended to the Growers at the meetings that this was
the potential that we would expect should be taken care of in a
new way.

SB: I think Al deserves a great deal of credit for his insight
on it, his push for it, you know.

LS: Oh, there's no question about that.

SB: No question about it.

LS: They used to hire these people, you know, the Association
and stuff, and there was all this here and there you'd find some
complaints about how much you had to pay them and all that. But
that was overruled in most cases. If you wanted something done
you had to get somebody that knew how and you had to pay them do
it.

SB: Another old-timer that I'm sure you know, of course, was
Hugh Trowbridge. Hugh is still, of course, very active in one
thing and another.
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LS: We went to Washington one year, in fact, on this deal when
they first put this law through.

SB: Right.

LS: We testified before a committee down in Washington, Hugh and
I.. Everybody in this Red River Valley area, both Minnesota and
North Dakota, were very cooperative in seeing that this thing
worked.

SB: Yes. There was a real bond of togetherness that was unusual
in this Valley. Well, it's been a very interesting coverage of
part of this afternoon. I really appreciate it.

[End of Interview]
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